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Disclaimer 
 
ITLA makes no warranty, express or implied, that T4T-EXW will work as 
advertised in all configurations of all operating systems. ITLA waives any and 
all liability for direct and consequential damage that may be caused by T4T- 
EXW. By using T4T-EXW, you agree to have read, understood, and accepted 
this disclaimer with no reservations whatsoever.  
 
 
What you can do with T4T-EXW 
 
You have been asked to translate an Excel file into your target language. You 
know that it takes extra work to do that (as opposed to overwriting a Word 
document which is fairly straightforward. T4T-EXW will extract all the text from 
the Excel file and export it to a Word document which you can expand into a 
resuable glossary by adding the target-language side. Subsequently, T4T-
EXW will automatically translate everything in your source-language Excel 
document that it finds in your Word glossary. It you already have a glossary, 
you can use that and let T4T-EXW append source-language strings from the 
Excel file that it does not yet contain. 
 
 
Installing T4T-EXW 
 
1. Make sure T4T-Installer.doc and T4T-EXW.dot are both in the same 

folder. It makes no difference where this folder is located or what its 
name is. 

 
2. PC users: Set Excel’s security settings to low for the duration of the 

installation process. 
 
3. Double-click on T4T-Installer.doc. First, you will see a macro warning 

similar to this one: 
 



 
 
Click on Enable Macros. 
 
 Then, you will see the window shown in Fig. 1. The white box with 

previously installed versions of T4T modules will be empty if you are a 
first-time user. 

 

 

 
Fig 2 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
<–– Fig.1 

 
 
 Click on the EXW checkbox, then on "Install selected T4T module". A 

small window (Fig. 2 or similar) will tell you that installation is complete. 



Click on OK, then click on "Quit" at the bottom of the T4T installer window 
(Fig. 1). We recommend that you now quit and restart Excel. 

 
4. After T4T-EXW has been installed, you will see the T4T-EXW toolbar icon 

(Fig. 3) somewhere on your screen, usually on the far left-hand side. You 
can grab it and drag it to a convenient location in the toolbar with your 
mouse. It will reappear at that location when you next start Excel. If you 
have a T4T menu, EXW will be added to it after you launch EXW for the 
first time by clicking on the toolbar icon. If you wish to purchase this tool, 
click on T4T > EXW > Register and write down the Product ID that is 
displayed in the registration window. You will need to enter it in the T4T 
shop to buy your unlock code. 

 
The registration window looks like this: 
 

 
 
You can purchase your unlock code here: 
http://www.itla.ch/t4t/shop.php 

Do not change this 

Enter your unlock code here 



 
Running T4T-EXW – Extracting text from an Excel document 
 

 
 
This is the T4T-EXW control panel 
 
1. Make sure you have an Excel file open. We recommend using EXW-Play-

With-Me-File.xls for testing purposes (included in the EXW package). This 
is what it looks like: 

 

 



Now click on the EXW toolbar icon to launch T4T-EXW. 
 
2. Click on “Add new strings to glossary” and leave everything else in the 

control panel unchanged.  
 
3. Now press “Extract”. When T4T-EXW is done, you will see a summary 

like this: 
 

 
 
 
The result 
 

 
 



Now add the target-language side. Not that duplicate strings such as 
“genügend” have been filtered out, so even though this term occurs multiple 
times in the Excel document, you only have to translate it once. Here’s your 
completed glossary (identical to EXW-Sample-Glossary.doc which is included 
in your EXW package): 
 

 
 
Running T4T-EXW – Overwriting the Excel file 
 

 



 
1. Click on “Add File” to let T4T-EXW load your glossary (in our case, you 

can choose EXW-Sample-Glossary.doc (included in the package for 
testing). The name of your glossary will appear in the large text box at the 
top of the control panel (file name is not shown in the above screenshot). 

 
2. Select “Translate strings from glossary” and “Color strings found in 

glossary”. Then click on “Translate”.  
 
 
The result: 
 

 
 
This is what the Excel document looks like after it has been overwritten. 
Remember that coloring the text red is optional(but ideal for testing). 
 
 
Demo mode notes 
 
The demo mode disables some features and makes using T4T-EXW so 
annoying you’ll want to buy this great tool right away. 
 
 
Known bugs 
 
None. 
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